Mazda 12a

Mazda has always known to be an experimental company. However, nothing Mazda makes
today can quite compare to their stint with the rotary engine. Nowadays, Mazda is hinting at
reinvolving themselves with hydrogen-based rotary engines. But back then it had put all their
main interests in rotary engines. Even today, the rotary engines garner a sizable fanbase,
simply because there is no alternative. Nevertheless, there are reasons that rotary engines fail.
And while Mazda has produced dozens of different rotary engines, not all of them were
successful. Look at Porsche, who has made the rear-engine rear-wheel driven , a seemingly daft
idea, work. For Mazda, this came in the form of the 13B engine. The 13B engine struck it just
right, providing a fine balance between power , reliability and affordability. Prior to the
miraculously successful 13B engines, Mazda never really stuck with a single design for long.
Little did Mazda realise that they were on to a hit. Its first success came in the form of the RX-3,
otherwise known as the Savanna. The world, and Mazda, were quick to realise the main
advantages of the rotary engine â€” its diminutive dimensions and lightweight. And for the time,
the 12A engines, despite displacing just 1, ccs, were remarkably potent. In the RX-3, the engine
would produce right around horsepower and Nm of torque. This allowed buyers of the RX-3 to
afford a cheaper annual road tax price. The 12A engine would produce more power than its
inline peers, while not being penalised by the higher 1. Combined with the stylish muscular
coupe styling of the RX-3, Mazda had a hit on their hands. In fact, the RX-3 was so successful
that it made up the majority of the rotary engine sales back then. Even when it came to the
races, the RX-3 is a winning formula. It was a featherweight and powerful for a naturally
aspirated 1. In fact, it was one of the first few cars well-sorted enough to compete against the
Nissan Skyline back in the Japanese Grand Prix. Furthermore, it was markedly robust pitted
against domestic peers in Australia and the US. Mazda saw the purpose of a more powerful, yet
more efficient rotary engine. For Mazda, this meant increasing the displacement of the engine
while incorporating newer, emissions-friendly technology. It would gon on and dub these
engines the 13B. Perhaps without Mazda anticipating it, the 13B ended up being their most
successful design. Despite the nomenclature, it has nothing to do with the 13A engines, which
displaced the same, but with different dimensions. The 13B is actually based off the 12A engine.
To extract more power, Mazda developed thicker rotors which elongated the entire housing.
Each 13B chamber displaced cc, so the 13B ended up being a 1, cc 2-rotor engine. Because
most RX-3 sold in the US, Mazda knew that this was a massive market that yearns for better fuel
economy without strangling power. In fact, while most car manufacturers reckoned that
complying with the Muskie Law was impossible, Mazda managed it with the 13B. Because the
main pollutant of a rotary engine is excess hydrocarbon from unburnt gas, Mazda devised a
method to improve upon this. It begins to function at celsius, where the hydrocarbons can
combust completely. An air injection pump is utilised to feed cool air around the reactor
chamber to prevent overheating. By now, Mazda was also working on developing an advanced
catalytic converter. The thermal reactor system remained in use until though. However, the 13B
AP is really just a 12A engine with extra displacement. It faced one big issue that plagued every
carmaker back in the 70s â€” the oil crisis. The soaring oil prices meant that fuel efficiency was
more important than power, and the 13B performed poorly in fuel efficiency terms. Mainly, the
underperforming fuel economy figures were due to fundamentally flawed design in the 12A.
Since nearly half of all the RX-3s sold are coupe models, this factored into the design
philosophy of the RX A sleek, lightweight and compact pure sports car. It mimicked everything
that made the RX-3 Savanna a popular option amongst the Japanese, compact size, low weight
and balanced handling. However, the minimal 1, kg weight enabled a sub second mph time.
Most importantly, the dimensions of a 12A allowed the engine to be placed behind the front
axle. This front-mid engine layout would become the staple of RX-7 design. While the 12A in the
RX-7 produces less power than the older 12As, this was due to the emissions control strategy
used by Mazda to cope with the regulations. It also involved an improved ignition system and
additional split air injection valve for the two-pellet catalytic converter. All of the above
improvements also allowed the 12A to operate at a leaner fuel mixture without impacting its
NOx emissions. This was marketed by Mazda as a lean-burn rotary engine, which by today may
be confused by some as a system akin to modern stratified fuel injection engines. The 6-port
12As featured 2 additional induction ports that functioned at around 4, rpms. The 6-port 12A
also incorporated an exhaust gas recirculation system to further improve emissions. The
carburettor was also improved to an auto-choke unit. Power is bumped up slightly to
horsepower. This is when Mazda developed a turbocharged variant of the 12A. This 12A served
as the basis for future RX-7 engines, as it proved that a turbocharger designed for the purpose
can be very beneficial without heavily compromising fuel efficiency and emissions. The 12A
turbo ditched the carburettors for electronic fuel injection. The compression ratio is reduced to
8. This engine also went through two iterations. Power is improved to horsepower, but turbo lag

is minimised and thus torque delivery is improved. Learning from the 12A Turbo, Mazda went on
to further develop the 13B engine. Most remarkably though is the improved fuel economy
figures. Time for mph is achieved in 6. The main changes from the 13B AP are found in the fuel
delivery system and intake system. However, it features reliability improvements from Mazda
better understanding the flaws of a rotary. Notably, Mazda implemented a high-flow oil pump
from the 12A Turbo as well as an in-housing oil squirter near the air inlet. Following the launch
of the second-generation FC3S RX-7, Mazda needed newer and improved engines to power the
car. At this point, the 12A engine was mostly phased out of use. Mazda put more emphasis on a
few key points of these new 13B engines. Mainly, Mazda intended for better output throughout
the operating range, increase redline to enthrall drivers, improved engine response, better fuel
efficiency, and reduce oil consumption. Despite remaining a 1. At horsepower and Nm of torque,
even non-turbocharged RX-7s feel quick enough to entice regular consumers. Additionally,
Mazda also incorporated a dual-fuel injector system in lieu of the single injectors found in early
fuel injected rotary engines. Again, its an early iteration of modern dual fuel injector rotary
engines. The idea is that the smaller injectors provide better fuel delivery characteristics and
atomisation at idle to low rpm range. The larger injectors can then supply the additional fuel
required at the higher rev range. Thus, stable combustion can be maintained at low speeds.
This means the engine emanates less excess unburned hydrocarbon and thus returns cleaner
emissions. This new 13B-DEI touts better engine management, revised intake manifold and 9.
Power output is improved to horsepower and Nm of torque. However, despite the improved
output of the naturally aspirated engines, the turbocharged FC3S are what really captured
international buyers attention. Previously, turbocharged rotaries are a relative scarcity. In fact,
turbocharging an originally naturally aspirated rotary is no simple feat. The turbocharged 13B-T
was one of the first widely accessible turbocharged rotary engines for the public. In its initial
configuration, the 13B-T puts out horsepower and Nm of torque. In lieu of a 6-port design, the
13B-T actually reverted back to the more traditional 4-port intake design. The dual injector
design remained in use though. The output is increased to a remarkable horsepower and Nm of
torque. The 13B-T engines are often praised amongst the rotary enthusiast community for
responding positively towards aftermarket modifications. Combined with the relative abundance
of these engines, its a recommended alternative for those who intend to turbocharge their
naturally-aspirated 12A or 13B engines. However, it is an early experimentation with
turbocharged rotary engines by Mazda, thus the 13B-Ts had a few design flaws that limited its
maximum output. In the late s and early s, carmakers in Japan were stepping it up in an arms
race. Everyone was competing against their peers. Manufacturers would race to incorporate
some genuinely cutting-edge technology into their halo cars. In this competition for
one-upmanship, Mazda enjoyed the distinct advantage of being the only company offering
rotary drivetrains. The Cosmo is especially noteworthy for boasting the first
commercially-available sequential turbo rotary engine. To counteract the low torque nature of
rotary engines, a Hitachi HT primary and Hitachi HT secondary provides an extra boost when
needed. The Cosmo 13B-RE engine made its peak torque at 3, rpm, optimal for cruising on
motorways. Boost is limited to a modest 8 psi. The 13B-RE is often remarked to feature some of
the biggest stock intake ports offered on the production 13B engines. It also sports an intake
manifold with bigger runners. Though the 13B-RE is often dismissed for its inability to sustain
high rpm operations and restrictive exhaust sleeves. This is the ultimate 13B engine that most
people think about when they think of rotary engines. With two identical turbochargers, Mazda
staggers the charge air for better response. Basically, the primary turbo spools as a single first,
feeding only minimal exhaust energy to the secondary turbo. Only until the secondary turbo is
fully ready then a flap opens to feed equal amounts of exhaust to it. However, its torque delivery
is only semi-linear at best. For more on the sequential turbocharging system, read here. This
famous 4, rpm transition is what often catches novice FD drivers off guard in the corners. It also
earnt the RX-7 the reputation of being tricky to drive properly. Mazda also made multiple key
refinements to the 13B-REW for it to appeal as a true sports car engine. For one, oil pressure is
increased despite sharing the same oil pump in the RE. The rotor bearing is improved to a
9-window design. Exhaust sleeves are enlarged. The stationary gears are also strengthened.
That said, it can be argued that most Japanese car manufacturers have not quite outperformed
themselves 2 decades back. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. The Mazda 12A engine is a Wankel rotary engine produced from
through The 12A is reduced in displacement the 10A engine the first rotary engine in mass
production. The engine had a two-rotor design also, the same rotor radius. The depth was
increased by 10 mm 0. The rotor housing was made of aluminum. The aluminum sides were
coated with molten carbon steel. The SIP is a sheet of steel with a chrome plated surface. The

rotors were made of cast iron. Chrome-molybdenum steel was used for eccentric shafts. The
12A engine had the 6PI system featured by variable induction ports. This engine also had a
cast-iron thermal reactor to reduce exhaust emissions as latest version of the 10A series. Some
engines had an insert inside exhaust ports to reduce exhaust noise. The earlier 12A was a twin
distributor rotary engine. First of all the engine got electronically controlled fuel-injection
system. It featured semi-direct injection into both rotors at once. The engine received a passive
knock sensor also as part of a knock-prevention system. It was the first production
turbocharged, and electronically fuel injected rotary engine in the history. The compression
ratio lowered to 8. The engine produced hp kW at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. With those
specs, Cosmo coupe was the fastest production car in Japan back in the day. The later models
with a specially-designed smaller and lighter turbocharger called "Impact Turbocharger"
Hitachi's HT18S-BM, with a smaller 57mm turbine and a 56mm compressor had a little bit more
power - hp kW at 6, rpm, and lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. Rotaries are designed to use oil, as long as you
check your level routinely then you won't have a problem. That is because rotary engines have
an OMP oil metering pump installed on them. The engine oil is not meant to be burned and
leaves residue and soot after that. That causes clogged ports, and quick apex seals warned out.
A 2-stroke oil is engineered to lubricate and be burned inside a chamber without leaving behind
residue. The engine generates heat, so if you lose coolant and don't shut it off, you will be
looking at some rebuild. The oil and coolant levels are critical for this engines and also are
significant issues causers. It should be noted that the naturally aspirated 12A engines are far
more reliable than turbo versions. Be prepared for the fact that the engine consumes a lot of
fuel. Because of all rotary engines have a poor fuel efficiency. Mazda 12B engine - is the shortly
produced engine which had improved reliability and new ignition system. This engine was the
first single distributor rotary engine. Home Mazda 12A Rotary Engine. Engine Specs
Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type.
Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type
of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight.
Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Mazda 12A Engine Problems and Reliability
Rotaries are designed to use oil, as long as you check your level routinely then you won't have
a problem. Modifications Mazda 12B engine - is the shortly produced engine which had
improved reliability and new ignition system. Skip to main content. Related: mazda rx-7 13b
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possible experience to users of this site. By continuing to use mazda. A head rest and safety
belt for the driver's seat came as standard equipment, a first for the segment. This model was
powered by the 10A two-rotor cc x 2 rotary engine, boasting maximum torque of PS at rpm
gross. This model featured a cc in-line 4-cylinder aluminum alloy engine. It was available as a
two-door or a four-door, both of which seated five. The diesel engine in this truck was jointly
developed with Perkins Engines Co. This model was wquipped with a cc water-cooled 4-cylinder
aluminum alloy engine that boasted 42PS. A 2-door version was launched in November. This
models was equipped with a water-cooled cc 4-cylinder 4-cycle engine and seated four. A
4-door version was launched in September. This model was equipped with a cc air-cooled
2-cylinder OHV engine and a laminated safety-glass windshield. This model was equipped with
a cc engine and transmission made from a single aluminum casting. This first three-wheel truck
Type-DA called Mazda-go with load capacity of kg. In , 66 units were built. Mitsubishi's
triple-diamond logo can be seen on the fuel tank because, until , Mazda vehicles were marketed
through the Mitsubishi Corporation's sales network. Mazda Near You. We think you are in. Not
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Savanna RX-7 was the only Japanese car at the time to feature popup headlights, which
reduced air resistance. It came in a range of five exterior body colors and featured a T-shaped
instrument panel, a large, highly-visible three-ring meter cluster and bucket seats. Measuring
4,mm overall length x 1,mm overall width x 1,mm overall height , it had room for four occupants
and managed a turning circle of 4. The five-speed manual transmission model recorded a
quarter mile m time of The price range included 1,, yen for the Custom model, 1,, yen for the
Super Custom, 1,, yen for the GT, and 1,, yen for the Limited grade an automatic transmission
cost an extra 40, yen. There were two body types, a two-door coupe and a four-door sedan, and
two engines, a two-rotor 12A rotary engine horsepower and a 1,cc reciprocating engine
horsepower. In October , the lineup was expanded with a smaller displacement 1,cc
reciprocating engine 92 horsepower , and in January , the Capella became
mercedes hd wallpaper
international 3444 backhoe
1998 lincoln navigator specs
the first rotary-engined vehicle to be offered with an automatic transmission REmatic. The
range was further expanded with a dedicated sport model, the Coupe GS, in February.
Introduces Familia rotary coupe R Coupe This model was powered by the 10A two-rotor cc x 2
rotary engine, boasting maximum torque of PS at rpm gross. The price of the new version was
1,, yen. The model range included a version with an automatic transmission. At just , yen, the R
Coupe brought the dream of owning a car within the reach of salaried workers, and in December
alone, 4, units were bought by eager customers. This 1-ton truck was equipped with a cc
2-cylinder OHV engine. Exports samples of three-wheel passenger cars that seat four people.
These hardy trucks covered 2, kilometers in 25 days, and the event proved so successful that it
sparked a boom in similar events. The site where the plant and headquarters were built in
Fuchu-cho, near Hiroshima city, was originally a salt farm. Later, produces and sells

